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SymbolSymbolSymbolSymbol MC35MC35MC35MC35手持终端

Symbol MC35移动电脑具备完整的手机功能，

内置 GPS接收器，运行Windows Mobile 5.0，

支持蓝牙。

Keep your on-the-move workers connected, responsive and productive with the little device that offers big business

functionality. This single pocketable device puts the combined power of a mobile phone, laptop, camera and bar

code scanner at the fingertips of your employees, in a durable device that offers a product life that well exceeds that

of the traditional consumer smartphone or PDA. And the convergence of voice and data translates into one device

for employees to carry and one device for IT to manage — simplifying your mobility architecture and your capital

and operational costs.

Features and benefits of the MC35:

Highly flexible voice functionality includes 1-to-1 and 1-to-many voice calls with speakerphone, headset and

push-to-talk modes

WWAN/WLAN/WPAN capabilities keep workers inside and outside the enterprise connected — from salespeople

in the field to managers on the retail floor

Robust mobile data capabilities include email, instant and text messaging, image capture and bar code scanning

The latest in computing platforms provides the power to support nearly any enterprise application — with over 45

tested and validated applications available today

Business-essential durability — passes Symbol's industry leading drop and tumble impact tests

FeaturesFeaturesFeaturesFeatures BenefitsBenefitsBenefitsBenefits

Business-essential durability
Ability to withstand everyday use in a variety of

environments

Tested and validated vertical applications

Many enterprise applications enable robust functionality

out-of-the-box; significantly reduces application

development time and costs

Intel's latest processor: XScale PXA270 @ Desktop-like multimedia performance with lower power
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416 MHz requirements

Microsoft's latest operating system:

Windows Mobile 5.0 Phone Edition

Comprehensive voice and data enterprise functionality,

including multimedia support, persistent memory

Speakerphone, headset and push-to-talk

functionality

Flexible voice communication options to meet the needs

of any business environment

WWAN: EDGE GPRS/GSM compatibility Voice and high-speed wireless data

WLAN: 802.11/b/g Cost-effective data connectivity in the office

WPAN: Bluetooth v1.2 Wireless modem, printing synchronization, and more

GPS radio
Supports a wide range of value-add location-based

services and applications

High quality speakerphone, microphone

and transducer
Outstanding voice quality and performance

Integrated high-resolution 2MP camera;

macro focus; LED flash

Enables on-the-spot high-quality imaging, enabling the

capture of documents as well as 1D and 2D bar codes

2.8 in. QVGA color screen Easy to view in any lighting

User accessible SDIO card Ample power for full shifts in nearly any environment

Multiple battery options: standard and

extended
Ample power for full shifts in nearly any environment

Touch screen and optional keyboard

functionality

Allows multiple data input methods to maximize

application functionality and serve user preference
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